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SIERRA CATALOGING 
How to Use Global Update for Data Cleanup  

 
This document discusses the most common data clean-up projects using Global Update. If you are a new 
user of Global Update, first review Globally Updating Records. 
 
Global Update offers the ability to examine a set of fields, select specific fields to be changed, and 
update only the specified fields. Use the toggle to view different fields in a review file of records and 
observe the variations in the data. For example, staff can view the barcode field in patron records and 
sort by the field so that problem barcodes file at the beginning or end of the range and are easily visible.  
 
Global Update provides a way to examine the variations that exist within a field in a set of records 
without having to open the records and without having to list or output the data.  
 

• The following types of data cleanup projects in Global Update are discussed in detail below.        
Removing Pre-stamps  

• Adding a value to the 863  
• Moving a Field to another MARC or field tag (change a field tag) 
• Change in case (upper case, lower case)  
• Change to diacritics 
• Change Special Field (clean up bad data) 
• Delete duplicate fields 
• Update a URL (add proxy information to 856 fields for e-books) 

 
NOTE: Before making a complex change to a group of records, try the change on one record first and 
make sure it occurs as expected.  
 
Removing Pre-stamps 
A call number has a pre-stamp 'FIC' that the library wants to remove. If the pre-stamp exists alone in the 
subfield, enter nothing (not even a space) into the replace data field in the 'Choose Command Type 
Dialog (Change Variable-Length Field)'. If there is other data in the subfield, enter 'delimiter:subfield' to 
replace the subfield information. 

https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Content/sgcat/sgcat_global.html
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Adding a value to the 863 

Unless the 863 subfields are correctly populated, OPAC display is incorrect. Staff may globally update 
values in the 863. In the following example, the user needs to add a zero in front of single digit values, 
because subfield j values must be expressed as two digits.  

1. Create a review file of checkin/holding records that need updates. 
2. In Global Update, choose the review file and click search. 
3. Click on the toggle icon, select checkin variable field, and choose LIB HAS. 
4. Click Tab 2. Input a command -->Change a variable field. Because the 863s are displayed, check 

'use displayed field'. Input field tag 'h', MARC tag 863, "any" indicators. In the 'find data' box, 
enter "|j". For the 'replace data' box, enter "|j0". 

5. Click Tab 3. Preview changes. If fields are being changed that should not be, go back to Tab 1 
and check only those entries that should be changed. 

6. When satisfied with the preview results, process.  
 
863     |81.11|a153-160|b2070-2163|i1997-1998|j2-12|k22-5|wg  

To this:  

863     |81.11|a153-160|b2070-2163|i1997-1998|j02-12|k22-5|wg  

In an alternative situation, the digit needing update follows the hyphen:  

863 |81.10|a153|b2066-2068|i1997|j01-2|k25-8|wg 
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In this case, create a review file of these materials based on the value to be changed. It will be necessary 
to enter a different command for each review file, e.g. find "1-" and replace with "1-0", find "2-" and 
replace with "2-0". 
 
The key to error-free updating is to use review files and to double-check each change in the preview tab 
before proceeding with processing. 

Moving a Field to another MARC or field tag (change a field tag) 

If you wish to change the MARC tag of a field so that it is re-MARC tagged and re-field tagged, this is 
possible in Global Update. Some people refer to this as 'moving' the field, but in reality, we are changing 
a MARC or field tag, which may in fact cause the system to re-sequence the field in accordance with the 
library's variable fields file. (In Management Information, view "Tags of Variable-Length Fields" to see 
the stored order of tags on your system.) 
Examples of this type of project: 

• Moving call numbers from one call number index to another 
• Changing one field tag for another field tag (changing ADDRESS1 to ADDRESS2, changing a web 

note to a standard note) 
• Changing 001 fields to 010 fields 
• Changing 3xx fields accidentally 'y' tagged to 'r' tagged 

 

In the above example, the library staff is changing a call number from one index to another by changing 
the MARC tag. The library has separate indexes for Dewey and Local Call Numbers. It is not necessary to 
instruct the system to re-index the 099 into the appropriate index. The system will use index rules to 
appropriately index the 'c' tagged 099 when the MARC tag is changed. 
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In the above example, the fields to change have been pre-selected in the 'Select Records" tab, thus the 
choice of 'Use Displayed Field." There may be other 'n' notes that should not be updated to 'z'. In this 
example, it would be a good idea to work from a review file and deselect any fields that should not be 
changed.  
 

 
 
In the above example, a set of records loaded with the wrong field tag assigned to the 300 MARC tags. 
The library is changing the field tags so that the fields will display appropriately to the users. 
 

  
 
In the example above, the first character of the subfield 'a' of the subject heading is being converted to 
upper case. 

Change to diacritics 
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In the example above, a diacritic value is being changed. 
 

 
 
In the example above, a diacritic value is being changed. 
 

 
 
Results of the diacritic value change (above example). 

Change Special Field (clean up bad data) 

Use the change special field command to clean up bad data in special fields. In the following example, 
the user can input ('find') a value that is not a standard value for this field in the 008. Note that 
unchecking "validate field" allows the user to 'input any value'. 
 

 
 
Note that if the "validate field" box is checked, the user cannot search for non-valid values. Global 
update does not allow invalid data to be added to a record, so the "Replace" box must always contain 
valid data. 
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Delete duplicate fields  
Use the 'delete duplicate fields' function to delete fields that are exact duplicates within one record, 
leaving one valid occurrence of the field.  
 

  
 
You can delete any occurrence of duplicates in all selected records by leaving the default values in all the 
fields, i.e., leave "any" in the Field Group Tag, MARC Tag, Ind1, and Ind2 fields, and leave the Data field 
blank. 

 
 
In the example above, duplicate entries for two fields will be removed. 
 

Delete Subfields 

You must select either the Use Displayed Field check box or make an entry in the Field Group Tag or 
MARC Tag field to change subfield data.  
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You can delete any occurrence of a specific subfield in all selected records by leaving the default values 
in all the fields blank. 
 

 
 
In the example above, all occurrence of ‘subfield z’ will be removed. 

Update a URL (add proxy information to 856 fields for eBooks) 

Use the following steps to add proxy information to 856 fields for eBooks. The example below is 
specifically for NetLibrary and can be adapted for other vendors. 
 
    Create a review file of all bibliographic records that need to be updated. 
    In Global Update mode, choose that review file and click "search" (assuming all records in the review 
file need the same updates). 
    Go to command input and choose "Change variable length field". Click "ok." 
    In the "Change variable length field (new command)" window, do the following: 
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• Uncheck "use displayed field". 
• Under "find" for field group tag, search for the field group tag in which 856 MARC tags are stored 

(usually 'y'). 
• Under MARC tag, type "856". 
• If appropriate, enter correct values for indicators 1 and 2 (if you are changing all the 856 fields in 

that review file, these can be left as <any>). 
• Under "Data", type in "www.netlibrary.com" 
• In the "Replace" fields, leave all fields other than "Data" set to <no change>. In the "Data" box, 

enter the appropriate data for your institution. (Example: "0-www.netlibrary.com.library.iii.edu") 
• Click ok.  

 
Go to the Preview tab. Make sure that the previewed changes for the 856 fields are correct. Changes will 
not be processed until you select the "Process" button. 

If the previewed changes are correct, click on "Process" to make all the changes. Once the changes are 
completed, you may exit Global Update mode. 

 
 

 
This publication is supplied for the exclusive use of customers of Innovative Interfaces with the 
understanding that it shall not be shown or distributed to anyone outside of the customer's organization 
without the prior written permission of Innovative Interfaces. This publication may be copied only if the 
copies are for the exclusive use of staff members of libraries that have purchased the Innovative system. 
 
© 2022, Innovative Interfaces, Inc. 
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